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ABSTH ACT 

The MAIMIK Mother-Daughter sounding rocket experiment has provided documented 
evidence of significant vehicle overcharging by an accelerator payload in the ionosphere. The 
instrumentation on the daughter included an electron gun system which injected 8-keV beams 
ranging from 20 mA to 800 mA into a low-density ionospheric plasma. The daughter and 
mother payloads were separated in-flight and electrically tethered during the early electron 
gun operations. The measured daughter potentials for the larger currents, at times, exceeded 
by 50% the nominal 8-keV beam energy. The effects of the beam-plasma interaction and the 
extreme vehicle charging were evident in the plasma and DC electric f:eld instrumentation 
on the mother. The energy transfer from the beam to the ionospheric plasma, evidenced by 
an enhancement in the local electron temperature, maximized at 80 mA with no obvious 
indication of an anomalous ionization discharge mechanism. The transient electric fields 
measured at beam turn-on were consistent with the rapid charging of the daughter and the 
resulting ionospheric response. The three-fold purpose of the present report is to present an 
overview of the MAlMlK rocket experiment, review the evidence for the overcharging 
phenomenon, and discuss the relevent plasma and electric field observations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The MAIMIK experiment was a mother- 
daughter tethered sounding rocket originally 
conceived to address a number of crutial 
issues related to the electrodynamic behavior 
of an electron-emitting spacecraft in the 
ionosphere. The ratio:mle for the exper- 
iment was based in part Qn the results of the 
earlier POLAR rocket series (Maehlum et 
al., 1980) as well as other investigations 
using artificial electron beams in space (Hess 
ct al, 1971; Cambou et al., 1975; Winckler; 
1980). These experiments had demonstrated 
the non-classical behavior of the interaction 
between the charged beam and the iono- 
sphere which resulted in enhanced ioniza- 
tion production rates. extreme heating of the 
background plasma, and the generation of 
intense plasma waves. Although important 
contrikutions to the basic understanding of 
the beam-plasma interaction were made by 
a number of laboratory experiments (Bern- 
stein et al., 1979; Grandal, 1982) the 
applicability of these studies to the space 

environment had not been we:l established 
(and still isn't). The specific issues 
proposed for further investigation by the 
MAIMlK rocket experiment were; I )  the 
energy transfer mechanism from the bean1 
to the background plasma and its depend- 
ence on varying beam currents and changing 
atmospheric density, 2 )  measurement of the 
time constants for the rehxation of the 
ionosphere following the termination of the 
beam, 3) determination of the physical 
dimensions of the disturbed ionospheric 
region, and 4) an investigation of the 
charging processes for a beam-emitting 
spacecraft and a tethered companion 
payload. 

The MAlMlK rocket experiment was 
conducted under the auspices of the Royal 
Norwegian Council for Scientific and 
Industrial Research (NTNF)  and the 
National Aeronautics and Space Adniin- 
istration (NASA). Payload intcgration w:i\ 
conducted by the Norwegian Defense 
Research Establishment (NDRE) and launch 
activities coordinated at the Andoya Rocket 



Range (6!1°17'39" N, 16°01'1 5"). The project 
scientist for the MAIMIK rocket experiment 
was Dr. B.N. Maehlum (NDRE) with partic- 
ipating scientists from Norway, the USA, 
Sweden, and Austria. Supporting ion- 
ospheric measurements at the time of the 
flight were made by the European Incoher- 
ent Scatter (EISCAT) radar facility. 
The principal findings from the MAlMlK 

rocket experiment have been the obser- 
vations of an overcharging condi'.ioa by the 
beam-emitting payload, a current dependent 
peak in the beam to plasma energy t~dnsfer 
rate in the absence of an anomalot.~ 
ionization source, and impulsive electric 
fields well outside of the heated plasma 
region which were driven by ion dynamics. 
This report is a summary of the important 
MAIMIK results which have been separately 
reported elsewhere (Maehlum et al., 1988; 
Svenes et al., 1988; Denig et al., 1989). 
However, we have also endeavored in the 
preparation of this report to combine these 
separate anslyses by showing the inter- 
relationship*; among the various topics. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The MAIMIK scunding rocket was 
launched in a northwesterly direction into a 
quiet sub-auroral ionosphere at 1856 UT on 
10 November 1985. The payload section of 
the TerrierIBlack Brant two-stage vehicle 
consisted of separate mother and daughter 
sections which were detached 62 s after 
launch with the aft-mounted mother re- 
maining attached to the second stage motor. 
Following separation the velocity of the 
daughter relative to the mother payload 
remained a constant 0.8 m-s" at 23O to the 
local magnetic field. Attitude stability for 
both the mother and daughter payloads was 
maintained by their respective spin rates of 
0.3 Hz and 3.3 Hz. The coning half-angle 
for the mother was 3S0with a coning period 
of 300 s. The coning half-angle for the 
daughter was much less severe, being about 
5'. The MAIMIK mother and daughter 
payloads reached an apogee of 381 km at 
320 s. 

During the interval between separation and 
113 s, the mother and daughter payloads 
were electrically tethered through a 10 
Megohm impedance. This time interval 
overlapped the initial electron gun 
operations which commenced at 101 s and 

continued throughout the remainder of the 
flight. The purpose of the tether was t~ 
provide a "mother" ground reference during 
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electron beam operations when the daughter 
was actively charged relative to the 
background plasma. The accuracy of the 
ground reference was futher maintained by 
keeping the conducting surface area of the 
mother (9.7 m2) large compared to that of 
the active daughter (1.1 m2). Although the 
mission plan was to keep the two p3y103ds 
tethered until 130 s, the premature 
disconnection of the tether wire at 113 s 
limited the total amount of tether data 
available to 17 beam pulses over a full range 
of emission currents. The full complement 
of scientific instruments included in the 
MAlMIK rocket program is listed i n  Table 
I .  Unfortunately, the failure of a PChl 
encoder within the mother payload early in  
the flight had a catastrophic effect on the 
downlink data from the particle 
spectrometer, the VLF wave receivers, and 
the television camera. On the other hand, 
the analysis of the data from the tIF 



transmitter and receiver is presently ongoing 
but has little bearing on the present subject 
(K. Torkar, private communication, 1989). 
Figure 1 is a simplified schematic of the 
MAIMIK racket payload detailing the 
instrument geometry for several of the 
experiments relevant to the present study. 
On the daughter payload the experiments 
included the electron accelerator, a set of 
electron retarding potential analyzers, and a 
tether voltage monitor. A daughter 
magnetometer was used to determine the 
beam injection pitch angle and to estimate 
the vehicle's instantaneous attitude. The 
mother instrumentation included a set of 
plasma probes and a three-axis electric field 
instrument. The MAIMIK mother attitude 
was determined by the NASA-Wallops 
Flight Facility (Reference: BBIX 36005) 
using the available gyro data and the higher 
time resolution data from an onboard 
magnetometer. 

The electron accelerator system on the 
daughter payload consisted of a set of five 
identical gun units operated in an 
emission-limited diode configuration at a 
fixed accelerator voltage of 8 keV. 
Sequential I I-ms pulses of 320 mA, 80 mA, 

Table I. Scientific Instrument Complement 
for the MAIMIK Rocket. 

Daughter Payload 
Electron Accelerator 
Return Current Monitor 
Voltage Monitor 
Retarding Potential Monitor 
HF Transmitter 
Photometer Array 

Mother Payload 
DC E-field detector 
TV Camera 
Capacitance Probe 
Ion Probe 
Electron Temperature Probe 
Fast Particle Spectrometer 
VLF/HF Wave Receivers 

40 mA, 20 mA, 40 mA, 80 mA, 160 mA, 
and 800 mA were injected into the 
ionosphere at a pulse repetition frequency of 
1.2 Hz. For currents in the range 20 mA to 
160 mA only a single gun head was used to 
generate the beam. However, the 320 niA 
and 800 mA current pulses required the 
simultaneous operation of two and five 
heads. respectively. The nearly DC beam 
operated at a high voltage chopper 
frequency of 1.2 kHz with a voltage ripple 
of less than 2 kV below the nominal 
accelerator voltage. The injection pitch 
angles ranged from 65' to 115' with an 
unfocused beam spread of less than 10". 
Although the electron gun was instrumented 
to monitor the accelerator voltage and 
current, these data were carried on the 
telemetry channel that failed during the 
flight. The values used in the present 
enalysis were from pre-flight calibrations. 

The daughter's potential was measured 
using the tether voltage monitor (VM) and 
the electron retarding potential analyzers 
(RPA's). The tether connecting the mother 
and daughter payloads was an insulated 
stainless steel wire having a cross section of 
0.2 mm2. The differential voltage between 
the payloads was measured across a 10 
Megohm resistor located in the active 
daughter payload. The VM output was 
linear between +I0 V and -10 V and 
logarithmic between - 10 V and - 15 kV.  
Note that a negative VM signal indicated a 
positive daughter potential relative to the 
mother. The RPA consisted of an array of 
eight separate analyzer grids having fixed 
retarding potentials of 0 V, - 12 V, -85 V,  - 
180 V, -400 V, -800 V, -1.6 kV, and -3.2 
kV relative to the daughter. The collecting 
area of each detector was 6.6 cm2 and the 
minimum detectable current was 2 nA. The 
observed energy cut-off during positive 
charging of the daughter provided a 
redundant measure of the payload charging 
level. Although the KPA operated only over 
a limited energy range. the instrument did 
provide a continuous monitor of  the 
daughter potential throughout the entire 
rocket flight well past tether disconnect at 
113 s. 

The set of mother plasma probes consisted 
of an electron temperature probe (ETP), an 
ion probe (IP), and a capacitance probe 
(CAP) each mounted on a separate 80-cm 
boom and deployed at 60 s. The ETP was n 



Langmuir-type probe consisting of a 
spherical grid. 5 cm in diameter. 
surrounding 3 cdlector at a bias ; t +IOV. 
The outer grid was swept both up and down 
between -1.9V and +49V relative to 
spacecraft ground with a "sweep" time of 
13.1 ms. The general theory of gridded 
spherical sensors and their application for 
sounding rocket measurements has been 
discussed by Sagalyn e t  al. (1963). The IP 
was a 4-cm diameter solid spherical sensor 
held at a fixed bias voltage of -2V. The 
measurements included both the AC and DC 
components of the incoming ion flux. The 
CAP measured the capacitance of a 4.2 cm 
diameter floating probe immersed in the 
background plasma. During periods when 
the payload and plasma were not greatly 
disturbed the CAP was surrounded by a 
classic Debye sheath having a radial 
dimension proportional to the square root of 
the ratio of the electron density and 
temperature. The capacitance of this RF  
probe formed part of an LC-oscillator 
circuit which operated at a fixed frequency 
of I MHz (Bidmain; 1966). Although the 
plasma probes had a nominal performance 
during the entire flight, prior to tether 
disconnect at 113 s the probe data was 
adversely affected by the mother charging 
during electron gun operations. 

Vector electric fields at the location of the 
MAIMlK mother payload were measured 
using an orthogonal, three-axis set of double 
probes. Each double probe consisted of a 
cylindrical boom pair having 61 cm of bare 
wire at the extremes which contacted the 
plasma and whose potential was monitored 
through a 10" ohm preamplifier impedance 
and referenced to the rocket body. The 
inner portion of each boom was insulated 
from the plasma by acoatingof Kapton. As 
depicted in Figure I ,  two of the boom pairs 
were mounted at 45' to the rocket spin axis 
while the third pair was in a plane 
perpendicular to the spin axis. The 45' 
booms were constructed of rigid stainless 
steel whose active elements had a nominal 
separation of 5.7 m. The third pair had a 
separation length of 8.8 m and were 
fabricated from a flexible Beryllium-Copper 
alloy. The electric field booms were 
deployed between 70 s and 100 s and were 
fully operational prior to the first gun pulse. 
Thereafter. the instrument had a nominal 
operation until re-entry. The components 

of the local electric field were derited in a 
straight-forward fashion as the ncga t i~e  of 
the potential difference between each boom 
pair divided by the boom length. The 
sensitivity of the vector instrument ranged 
from 3 mv-m- '  (limited by the 8-bit 
telemetry system) to greater than I V-m" at 
a maximum sampling frequency of 2.44 
kHz. The measurements were corrected for 
motion-induced electric fields and for 
contact potential variations. During the 
main part of the flight the systematic errors 
associated with the data were determined to 
be no greater than 5 mV-m-'. However, 
prior to 130 s major changes in the 
measured background field were caused by 
contact potential variations partially caused 
by outgassing of the rocket payload ??d 
energetic electron bombardment. 

DATA 

The MAlMlK launch criteria specified a 
darkened subauroral ionosphere and geo- 
magnetic quiet conditions. The sounding 
rocket was launched i n  the absence of any 
visible auroral activity. Figure 2 is the 
background 
e l e c t r o n  
density and 
figure 3 is 
t h e  i o n -  
o s p h e r i c  
e l e c t r i c  
field mea- 
s u r e d  by 
M A I M I K .  
The electron 
d e n s i t y  
profile for 
the ascent 
and descent 
phases of 
the flight 
was normal- 
ized to the 
E I S C A T  
radar which 
measured an 
e l e c t r o n  
density of 
4x 1 04-crn ' 
and a tem- 
perature of 
1 5 0 0  " K  
n e a r  t h e  

hleasured elccrron 
densuty profile during rocket 
ascent and descent. 



250-km F-region peak (T. Hanson, private 
communication, 1984). The MAIMIK mea- 
surements indicated that the density profile 
between 240 km and apogee was fairly 
constant with only a modest increase (5096) 
at the F-region peak. A 3-hour averaged 
K;=3 level persisted for the 24 hours 
preceding the flight (Coffey, 1986) and 
overflights by the Defense Meteriological 
Satellite Program (DMSP) F7 satellite 
indicated that the Field-Aligned Currents 
(FAC) within the eveningside northern 
hemisphere were weak and consistent with 
a northward Interplanetary Magnetic Field 
(IMF). Although the main :-ortion of the 
rocket flight was at subauroral latitudes it is 
likely that MAIMIK entered the auroral 
oval towards the end of the mission when 

I 1- 0 m D n  ILCCOI*I 1 
Figure 3. Measured ionospheric electric 
field for the MAlMlK flight. 

the measured northward component of the 
ionospheric electric field sudden increased 
from near 0 to 26 mV-m ' at 340 s. At the 
time of this transition, the rocket was 
5ituated at n geomagnetic latitude of 56" and 
at 19.6 M1.T closcly corresponding to the 
statistical location of the low-latitude 
auroral b ~ b n i h r y  for 9 KI=3 (Hardy el al.. 
1985). 

Figure 4 is n summary plot (lower curve) 
of the tether vo'iage monitor for the period 
between 100 s and 1 10 s H hich included the 
initial twelve electron beam pulses. The 
indicated 8.-kV voltage level refers to the 
nominal energy of the beam electrons. Also 
shown in the top panel of figure 4 are the 
corresponding currents for each beam pulse. 
The sense of the tether voltage was the 

Figure 4. Tether voltage nionitor 

potential of the "flo3tingW daughter rcl:iti\t. 
to the "grounded" mother where n ~ g a t i \ , ~  
tether voltages indicntcd the posit ii c 
charging of the active daughter payload. .A 
comparison of the tether voltages with thc 
daughter RPA confirm the proper operatio~i 
of the tether system at least within the O-to- 
3.2 keV qergy range of the R P A  (Maehlurn 
et al., 988). The tether measurwients 
indicated that the daughter potential nt 
times exceeded the energy of the beam by ns 
much as 50% for beam currents greater than 
40 mA. At 40 mA and bclow, the daughrcr 
charging was less than the bemi energ!. 
although the charging level was still 
significant. Finallv. we note that :~ltIiot~gh 
the indicated 800 -n~ ' .  current pulsc did 
occur, thc tethcr \.olta;t r~ionitor ti:lt;~ W:I\ 

lost due to an onbonrci telemetr! s!~tcril 
anomaly. 

A more detailed look at the  characteristic^ 
of the tether voltngc during a sarnpk I O O -  
mA beam pulse is pro\ided in figurcl 5. 
Note that the sudticn change i n  thc tcthcbr 
boltage corrrspond\ to th ib  start of thc t , ~ , a n l  

pulse and that high potc.ntinls u.c.ri3 : ~ c h ~ t - \ c ~ i  
within a telerrietry w m ~ l e  period of l ~ c ~ : ~ r i i  

turn-on. For the remainder of the ,XS:III~ rtw 
daughter potenti:~I oscill:~trd at the I . ?  h l  l r  
frequency of the gun high voltage choivcr 



circuit. The maximum potential during the 
pulse reached about 14 kV or some 6 hV 
above the nominal beam energy. A t  beam 
termination. the daughter potential remained 
positive but dropped rapidly to within I0 eV 
of the mother and then decreased more 
gradually to zero over the next several 
milliseconds. 

1 
Figure5. High time resolution VM 
measurements for a 160-mA beam. 

The RPA meastirements shown in figure 6 
for the same 160 mA pulse sample confirm 
the rapid charging of the daughter payload 
at the initiation of the gun pulse and the 
persistent high charging level throughout the 
I I -ms pulse. l 'he  variations seen in some of 
the energy channels were perhaps associated 
with the oscillations in the daughter 
potential although the limited sampling 
frequency of the RPA channels does 
complicate the association. Following the 
termination of the beam and the rapid 
return towards rero of the daughter 
potential, the \chicle remained en:clopcd i n  
a low density cloud of enc.rgctic electrons, 
up to 800 eV, wh~ch  pcrgiitcd for scieral 
tens of millicrconds. Although the daughter 
was moving out of the interaction region 
during these mensurements the resitiual 
signal placed a lower limit on thc rcla~ation 

Figure 6. High time resolution UP:\ 
measurements for n 160 mA-benm 

time of the cloud. 
The residual effects of the heatcd plasma 

region could also be seen in the tether 
monitor observations. The sample data in 
figure 5 indicates that the relative voltage 
between the mother and daughter h3d a 
broad but distinct peak cen!ered se\eral tens 
of millisecondr after the termination of the 
beam pulse. Note that there ii:lj no 
corresponding aftereffect in the U P A  dntn 
of figure 6 suggesting that the s~gnal ir.3.i 

due to local effects near the mother. . A t  thc .  
time of the broad tollage signature thc 
mother was traversing the region of since 
formerly occup~ed by the be:~m-emitting 
daughter. The small negative charging of 
the vehicle must have been due to ttir 
mother moving into the residual hot pl:iimn 
cloud. 

'The spatial and temporal chalncteristrcs of 
the heated pl;~snlcl region were e\3nl1ntld in 
more detnil using the 31AlhllK \ c t  0 1 '  
plasma probes the mother ~,.i> lo:icl 
(Svenes el :!I.. 108X). I'hc beam- indi~ccd 
effects were t~\ ident  both during ttic 
injection ptilses and as culse afte~~:ffcctk. 
There were also significant dit't'crcn<c\ In 
the responses of the phsma probcs rclnting 
to the tether and the analysis was tlicrt~t'or!:. 
separated into observations ni;idc before and 



after the tether disconnect. 
Prior to the electrical separation at 114 s, 

the beam-induced responses in the plasma 
probes were adversely affected by the high 
charging of the daughter which tended to 
draw the mother payload somewhat positive. 
At the maximum charging level of 14 keV 
the tether current through the 10 Megohm 
impedance was 1.4 m A .  On the other hand. 
the thermal flux at the mother for an 
ionospheric density and electron temper- 
ature of 4 x 10"m.~ and 1500 "K, 
respectively, was 8.5 n ~ - c m "  resulting in a 
total available thermal current of 0.8 mA to 
the mother payload (9.7 m2 surface area). 
The slight charging of the mother payload 
was necessary to draw the additional current 
from the ionosphere. 

The plasma probe pulse responses during 
the tether measurements were increases in 
the electron flux to the ETP and C A P  
probes and a decrease in the positive ion 
flux to the IP, Immediately after the 
termination of the beam pulse the potential 
of the mother decreased and the ETP 
returned to a more normal operation. ETP 
measurements made during the first 
Langmuir sweep after the beam showed 
enhanced electron temperatures well above 
background that were proportional to the 
current of the beam. A separate population 
of suprathermal electrons were also detected 
at these times. The pulse aftereffects 
persisted for approximately I5 ms before 
the plasma returned to its pre-pulse quiet 
state. 

Following tether disconnect the dominant 
probe responses were due to the hot plasma 
cnvi ronnien t .  En hanced t!lectron 
tcmperatures associated with the electron 
beam were detected by the mother payload 
out to 87 m from the active daughter 
corresponding to a perpendicular separation 
of 34 m. In addition. clearly defined 
aftereffects were also evidcnt within a 61 m. 
or 4 - m  perpendicular, wparntion. Figurv 
7 is a plot of the current-dependent 
temperature enhancements measured by the 
1-3P soon after tether scparation. The 
dominant heating rffcct of the 80 mA 
emission is clearly evident in the plot. 
Similar responses werc ohservcd at larger 
tl tstances alt hough the ningnituiie of the 
responses were decreased. 

The electric fields mcasurcd i n  the vicinity 
of the daughter payload produced svsteniatic 

enhancements versus beam current during 
the pulse aftereffects. 

responses to the pulsed beam which could Ix 
detected out to radinl distances exceeding 60 
m. Figure 8 is a representative sample 01' 
the electric field responses measured for 
different mother-daughter separation 
distances at a fixed current level of 160 mA. 
'The data has been plotted in an instrument- 
centered coordinate system with no 
corrections for vehicle motion or contact 
potential variations. The Icgend 
accompanying each beam pulse specifies thC 
rime of flight (TOI'), the pulse nun~lwr. tlw 
injection pitch angle, the mother-d;~uglitt*r 
cross-field separation. and the altituiic. I'lw 
pulse signature within a radial distance o f  
about 30 m was a onset impulse field of I - 
10-2 ms followed by a persistent ficld 
lasting for at Icxt tlir remainder 01' the 
pulse. In general the persistent c l cc t r i~  
fields could be mcasurrd at all beam current 
above 20 mA within the region of cnh:lnscll 
clcctron tcmpernturcs 3s nic:lsurctl *it11 ~ I I ( *  
ETP.  Also, these pibrsistent elcctric i ' t tb l t l \  

often could he mcnsurcd for sever;ll ~ i i i l l i  - 

scconds follow in!: Iwlni termination. '1 111.. 
impulse fields, on the other h;~ncl, \rt1te 
consistcntly measured only for currctit.; 
grcater than 80 mA but were dc t e~ t ed  ~ r ~ l l  



outside the hot plasma region. The ampli- 
tude of the impulse field decreased with 
increasing radial distance and could not be 
detected beyond 65 m. For the remainder 
of this section, we restrict our attention to 
the impulse response features found during 
beam injections of 160 mA. In addition, for 
simplicity we will consider here only the 
perpendicular components of the electric 
field and ignore the complications intro- 
duced by the parallel component. 

In order to present a synoptic view of the 
perpendicular electric field data from the 
MAIMIK experiment, a field-aligned coor- 
dinate system has been adopted which places 
the active daughter at the origin and fixes 
the azimuthal injection angle of the beam. 
Figure 9 is a plot of the 160-mA pulse data 
presented in this fixed coordinate system. 
Note the location of the daughter at the 
origin and the nominal trajectory of the 8- 
keV beam electrons injected along the 
positive Y axis. Beam electrons spiral in a 
clockwise direction with a nominal gyro- 
radius of 6.2 m due to the downward point- 
ing geomagnetic field. Changes in the 
gyroradius of the beam due to variations in 
the injection pitch angles and slight changes 
in the magnetic field strength during the 
course of the flight have been neglected in 
the plot. Also. the effects that a changing 
coordinate system might have on the mor- 

m-n I ,m 
..m m 

m.. ~ 
0 , .  .."..I;.. '='a . "  ,... .. .. 
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igure 8. CJncorrected electric ficl 

responses versus separation distance for 
160-niA beam pulses. 

phology of the strong sheath can be 
neglected due to the small amplitude of the 
background field. Due to the increa~ing 
mother-daughter separation length and the 
spinning of the active payload between 
successive gun pulses the locus of points 
representing the mother's position during 
the successive 160-mA beam injections 
traces out a spiral in this coordinate s)ctcni. 
The perpendicular projection of thc 
corrected electric fields were then rotntcd 
into this normalized coordinate system and 
plotted at the deterniined locations of the 
mother. The advantage of this coordinate 
system is the clarity that i t  permits for 
representing the full set of field data on a 
single plot where the disturbance source is 
fixed at the origin. 

The 160-mA response data in Figure 9 
indicate that the impulse t'it.I:ls ha;! 
outward-pointing radial ccjmponencs nnd 
tangential. or azimuthal, components. The 
MAINilK results make i t  clear that the 
tangential components  produced 3 

systematic pattern of counterclock\vise 
deflections rrom the radial direction. 
Similar patterns were obtained for the 320 
mA and 800 niA beam cases. Although the 
wave nature For the radial components is not 
immediately obvious in the data, the 
consistent counterclockwise deflections in 
the tangential fields strongly suggests that 
the azimuth:iI component must ha \?  been of 
electromagnetic origin. The siniil:ir time 
responses for the radial and tangenti:il 
components further suggests that the!. were 
either part of the same w31.e train or \Lerc 
responding to the same driving source. 

DISCUSSION 

The analysis of data from the hlAl?rllK 
rocket experiment has so f3r concentrntcd 
on the observations of high charging. 
particularlv the overcharging, of tlit. 

daughter paylond. the current-tlepcndent 
heating of the background phsrnn, and the 
inipulsive elrctric Fields d r i ~ c n  I?! the 
pulsed electron bc:~rn Thew srplrntc  topic^ 
arc, of course, quite interrelatt-d :ilthr#~!!ll i t  
is the owrch:~rging mcchanirim \ ~ h l ~ t i  \te 
believe i$ rcspotisible for thr unanti:ip:~tc~l 
plasma h~a t ing  effect (Svrnrs el 31. I'hX8) 
and the gerwration of the irnpul$i\e electric 
fields (Denig et al., 1989). In t h i s  s~lction, 
we carefully consider the crcpcri~ncntnl 



electric field signatures in a daughter 
centered coordinate system for 160-mA 
beam injections. 

observations and formulate a physical 
description of the interaction among the 
active payload, the electron beam. and the 
background plasma. 

The observation of extreme potential 
charging by the active daughter payload was 
not entirely anticipated prior to the 
hlAIMlk flight. There had been an earlier 
indication that modest charging by a rocket- 
borne accelerator was possible (Jacobsen and 
Maynard, 1980) but the overcharging con- 
dition was a new and surprising result. 
MAIMlK was the first experiment to suc- 
cessfully test the tethered rocket concept 
during active electron emission although the 
technique had been denlonstrnted carlier for 
lower payload potentials (Williamson et (11. 
(1982). Paramour~t in  the use of a tether for 
potential measurements is the reliability of 
the ground reference. In the case of the 
hlAlMlK experiment, tliere were several 
compelling reasons to suggest that the 
reference did not significantly deviate from 
the potential of the undisturbed background 
plasma. Specificnlly, the electric field 
measurements indicntetl that the vehicle was 
cwtsiik the region of int:nsc potential 
gradients and that the intrgrated radial 
electric field beyond the mother was only a 
minor contributor to the daughter payload 
potential. Second, i t  waq unlikely that the 

tether upset the ground reference since the 
1.3 mA of currcnt which flowed through the 
10 Megohm tether during the largest 
potentials was easily drawn froin the 
surrounding ionospheric plasma by the large 
surface area of the mother payload. Most 
conclusive, however, was the rather strong 
agreement between the tether voltage 
measurements and the energy distribution of 
the returning electron flux within the 
instrunlent capabilities of the RPA. For 
thesc reasons we believe that the high 
charging observations from the MAlMlK 
experiment were real. 

A detailed examination of the active 
daughter payload was possible only for the 
initial gun operations occurring prior to 
tether disconnect at 1 1  3 s. However, the 
limited data set provided measurements over 
the full range of beam currents and was 
used to identify n current threshold in the 
overcharging mechanism. The experimental 
observations indicate that for !he MAlMlK 
experiment this threshold occurreci 
somewhere between 40 mA and 80 mA. We 
believe that this threshold represents the 
formation of a virtual cathode; that is. n 
turbulent region of negative space charge, 
near the electron gun aperture (Denig et al., 
1987; Maehlum et 31.. 1988). 

A virtual cathode is a naturally occurring 
phenomenon in the (near) vacuum 
propagation of intense electron bennis when 
the injected currcnt exceeds the space- 
charge limit defined by the system geometry 
(Miller, 1982). The existence of a virtual 
cathode has been suggested from laborator) 
space simulation experinients (Kellogg et al., 
1982) and in space (Managadze et al.. 1988). 

The experiment:~l conditions responsible 
for the formation of  the virtual cothotlc 
during the MAlMlK lochct flight werth t l l t b  

high beam-to-plasma tlcnsity ratio and t11c 
small physical size of the d a i ~ g l i t ~ r  
(Maehlum et al.. 1088). The limited return 
current available from the ionosphcrc 
caused the initial high charging of the benrii 
payload. Once the space-charge limit for 
the system was excecdcd the virtual cathode 
formed and reflcctcd the hulk of the beam 
back to the paylo:~d. 'I'hc turbulent bchnvio~ 
of the cathode stoc:~st ic:~ll y accelcratrd, v i : ~  
wave particle inter:~ctions, a portion of thc 
primary electrons a l l o ~ i n g  a sniall 
percentage of the bcnm to escape the systrnl 
and to thereby drive the pajlond into t 1 1 ~  



overch: ;ed state. 
The RPA data indicated that the daughter 

payload continued to charge to high 
potentials during beam operations until the 
rocket entered the mesosphere near the end 
of the flight ( J .  Triom, private com- 
munication, 1987). In most cases the vehicle 
potential exceeded the 3.2 kV maximum 
energy of the RPA but the instrument 
quickly recovered at the termination of the 
beam. During the post-pulse interval the 
instrument measured a suprathermal popu- 
lation of electrons near the gym-emitting 
payload which persisted for 10-to-20 ms. A 
suprathermal electron population was also 
measured by the ETP within a heated 
plazma region around the daughter. 

The ETP measurements show that max- 
imum electron heating occurred for thc 80 
mA beams and that the radial size of the 
disturbed plasma region was limited to 
within 34 m from the central body. The 
heated plasma near beam emitting payloads 
has been extensively studied using sounding 
rockets and supporting data from laboratory 
experiments (Grandal, 1982). The measured 
electron energy distribution within the 
interaction region of beam-plasma expcr- 
iments shows the increased heating effect 
and the suprathermal acceleration of the 
background plasma by the beam (Jost et a!., 
1980). The sources of free energy available 
to create the supratherrnal electrons and to 
heat the background electrons are the 
collisional effects of the beam and 
instability processes such as the two-stream 
instability (Arnoldy et al., 1985; H inckler 
and Erickson, 1986). The radial size of the 
heated region in space has been found to 
scale with the gyroradius of the primary 
beam and with the magnitude of the 
injected current (Duprat et 31.. 1983). The 
radial dimension of the heated plasma 
region on MAIMIK was about 6 gyro radii 
wide which scales well to some previous 
rocket resulrs (Winckler and Erickson, 
1986). 

The observed current threshold i n  the 
electron heating efficiency by the MAIMIK 
electron beam was the direct result of the 
overcharging condition. Since the major 
portion of the elcctron bcnrn was 
immediately reflected by the \ irtual c:~thode 
its effective reaction length with the local 
plasma was reduced and the local p h m a  
heated to a lesser degree. 

The measured recovery time of the b t l ~ k -  
ground plasma following the terminntion of 
the beam pulse was much quicker than 
expected from collisional cooling effects and 
recombination. This suggests that the 
plasma thermalization occurred \ , is scjnie 
wave-particle interaction (Okuda and 
Abhour-Abdulla, 1988). This also implies 
that the beam-plasma interaction did not 
lead to significant background ionization 
during the pulse. It may be that the critic11 
parameters for the onset of the Beam- 
Plasma Discharge (Bernstein et al., 1979) 
were not achieted during the hl:\ihIlK 
flight. 

The persistent electric fields ~nt.a$ured 
within 30 nl of the central bod! 
corresponded to the region of er~tianced 
electron temperatures and were perh3ps the 
residual effects of the outer sheath of thc 
highly charged daughter payload. Although 
the persistent fields existed for all currents 
above 20 m A  they were generally sninll and 
not very amenable to detailed analyses. The 
beam signatures of greater interest were the 
inlpulsive fields rneasured at the initi3tion 
of the beam pulses for currents above the 
overcharging threshold. Similar impulse 
fields were observed during the actit e 
POLAR 5 (Jacobsen and Maynard. !980) 
and ECHO 6 ( K .  Ericksen, pritate com- 
munication, 1989) rocket experiments 
during periods when the payloads are 
believed to have charged to some high 
potential. tlowever, the details of the 
impulse field? and the vehicle chnrging for 
these other rocket experiments w r z  not 
fully addressed due to instrument limita- 
tions. 

The I I K  impulse fields were 
consistent with the e p c c t e d  effrctz of ion 
dynamics driven by  the sudden increase in  
the potential of the daughter at the beam 
initiation. A calculation of the cquibnlent 
vacuum cnpaiitance for the daughter; that 
is, about 33 pk- for the 30-cm sphere, shows 
that the excess charge needed for the 
daughter to reach I4 kV was accumulated 
within sevrral microseconds of beam t u r n -  
on. On the other hand, the time scnlc for 
the formation of the high potential r l w t h  
was on the order 01' scveral ion plnsnn 
periods (Rorovsk). 1988) or n fr:~ciic~n 01' a 
millisecond during which time the ions ticre 
expellcd from the inner gheath region np:lt 

the d:rughter. 'I'he ion blast wa\v \\.;IS a 



local source of spacecharge which generated 
the radial impulse fields. The momentary 
radial field then caused the local electrons to 
ExB drift  well before the background ions 
could respond. The transient Hall current 
generated by the flowing charge in turn 
generated a time varying magnetic field 
which coupled into the azimuthal field via 
Faraday's Law. The magnitude and 
orientation of the calculated azimuthal field 
are consistent with the MAlMIK impulse 
electric field measurements (Denig et al.. 
1989). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The scenario which we feel describes the 
set of MAIMIK data described here is the 
following. The overcharging of the 
daughter payload during active electron 
emission was due to the combined effects of 
the low ionospheric plasma density and the 
small size of the payload. The physical 
mechanism responsible for the overcharging 
was virtual cathode formation near the gun 
aperture which reflected the major portion 
of the beam. On the other h-qd, the highly 
turbulent nature of the cath, .le energized a 
small fraction of the beam which then 
escaped the system and thereby sustained 
the discharged. Due to the reduced beam 
propagation above the current threshold for 
virtual cathode formation the beam-plasma 
interaction was greatly reduced and a 
minimum heating effect observed. The 
rapid charging of the daughter payload at 
beam initiation accelerated the local ions 
outward which, in turn, created a radial E -  
field at distant locations. This momentary 
t ield caused the background electrons to E 
n B drift azimuthally during an interval 
when the ions were fixed by their larger 
inertia. The time response of the induced 
current coupled into an nzimuthal E - field 
via Faraday's Law. 
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